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Bay Path University, founded in 1897, is an independent and not-for-profit institution. With locations in Longmeadow (main campus) and East Longmeadow (Philip H. Ryan Health Science Center), Bay Path's innovative program offerings include traditional undergraduate degrees for women, The American Women's College online for women, and master's and doctoral degrees for men and women. Bay Path's goal is to give students confidence in the fundamentals of their chosen field, the curiosity to question the ordinary, the leadership to show initiative, and the desire to make a difference.

Bay Path University makes every effort to ensure that the information contained in its catalog is accurate and complete. Occasionally, changes or corrections are necessary after the catalog has been uploaded. Therefore, Bay Path University reserves the right at any time, without notice, to make any changes to this catalog, including, but not limited to, changes in policies, procedures, and/or regulations; changes in rates and fees, deadlines, course offerings, descriptions, grading, and/or graduation requirements.